It is most distressing that people associated with churches and religious institutions are not defending the known origins of Creation and are instead succumbing to false commercial claims and threats made by the alpha draconii.

This group is owed no credibility and has no actual power on this planet, but we must have the good sense to know our planetary history and rebuff these False Claims with fortitude.

The Dogon people of Mali have held the history intact for thousands of years and the actual information is also available in Northern India and Tibet concerning the Aryan colonization that took place in North Africa and India many, many millions years after the creation of the Earth.

The actual work of creation was done by the seraphim under the direction of the only Creator's Voice, and nobody and nothing else at all; the creation was done in a single moment, the same moment that we are in --- now --- and there is no other time.

All things related to the Creation were established in order and that includes the ownership of it.

Later colonization has no impact on the ownership interest thus established.

The people we know as Aryans were colonist-slaves of the alpha draconii who populated the Indus Valley in the period between recovery from the last Plasma War (32,000 years ago) and the Great Flood (11,600 years ago).

The existence of a colony built by slaves is nothing new and gives no right of ownership over the planet.

The Creator owns the Creation, not those who fund slaves and indentured servants to go build a colony in the Indus Valley.
The Dwarka civilization which preceded the Indus Valley civilization has been recently rediscovered in the same basic location, and that, too, was a colony, simply an older colony established by a different group.

None of these colonists have any claim to the Creation. They didn't participate and they were not present during the creation of this planet. They came much, much later, and they built their homes and earthworks --- a very different process from "building" the rocks and soil and trees-- that they used to make their homes and earthworks.

The Creation and the Creator remain. Where are the Indus Valley people? Where is the civilization of Dwarka? Where are the white-skinned, red-haired giants?

The colonists who built the Indus Valley civilization and who called themselves "Aryans" had no valid ownership claim themselves, and so, could not provide such a claim to their Masters.

So, we have a case of fleas, or, flea slave masters, claiming to own the dog they live on. And then having the various groups of fleas arguing among themselves about who has a better claim?

Let's dispense with such silliness. The Creator of both fleas and dogs owns them all. He owns the alpha draconii, too, which is something they don't like to admit, but which nonetheless is true.

So let's keep our heads screwed on and the actual ownership interests straight. The Creator owns the Earth and all that exists upon it, on the land and the sea and in the air.
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